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Products
imonitor™ Digital Color Video Baby Monitor 

Up to 50 percent smaller than current video monitors, this design also 
allows for the unit to be used as an audio-only monitor when the unit is 
closed or with audio and video when flipped open. With a maximum 600-
foot video range, keeping Mom and Baby connected 
becomes hassle free. Additionally, the imonitor™ 
features an exclusive digital zoom ability and the 
camera contains infrared night vision 
technology that provides a clear picture 
of Baby even in total darkness. A Graco 
product, the monitor is available 
through major retailers such as 
Babies “R” Us and baby 
boutiques, with a suggested 
retail price of $199.99.

The Clean Burper
The biggest and best burp cloth ever! The 

oversized (25-by-12-inch) Clean Burper is made 
of 100 percent soft, thick cotton offering luxurious 
comfort and extra protection. Its unique shape 
provides front and back coverage where messes 
often land, and a sculpted shoulder width helps 
keep it comfortably in place. Available in three 
colors and machine washable and dryer safe, the 
cost is $19.95 for a set of two.  
www.CleanShopper.com.

Raz-Berry
The teether and pacifier in one. A 

mom-invented design that combines a 
silicone teether and a pacifier. The unique 
shape looks like a real raspberry with a 
lumpy, bumpy texture made of 100 
percent non-toxic, medical grade silicone 
that brings real relief to baby’s sore gums. 
Available for $5 at Wal-Mart nationwide.

Secure2Me blanket
This blanket, invented by a registered 

nurse, clips onto your stroller and any 
other piece of baby gear. Because it stays 
on your baby and off the dirty ground, it’s 
the sensible, healthy way to protect babies. 
Secure2Me blankets come in a variety of 
minky fabrics and stylish patterns. They 
range in price from $29-$42 and are 
available at www.Secure2Me.com. 

The Quick Change Crib
This new design allows parents to slide the mattress out of the crib 

without lifting it, tugging the sheets, untying bumpers and moving toys. 
$495. www.innovativecribdesigns.com.

Kangaroo Towel
A slippery baby can be a recipe for disaster. 

The Kangaroo Towel is worn by Mom or Dad, 
keeping them dry during bath time, and the 

pouch in front makes drying baby off a cinch. 
Available at www.smallmadesimple.com or 

www.Mom4life.com (listed under Bath 
Time) for $48.

MobyWrap 
Hold your baby close — and 
make a fashion statement 

— with the MobyWrap, 
the baby carrier celebrity 
moms are choosing for their 
tiny tots. (Sheryl Crow has 

one; so does Brooke Shields!) 
Choose soft holiday red cotton 

or silk. The Moby Wrap has 
no snaps or buckles like other 
complicated carriers. Available 

for $34.95 to $69 at  
select retailers and  
www.MobyWrap.com.
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